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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1891: Don’t Know How to Cherish 

The old man knew that who Ye Yuan was asking was not him, but Wu Tian. 

He was merely an attendant, although his cultivation realm was high, his status was clearly inferior to 

Wu Tian. 

“Young Master Tian is Nine Pledge Imperial Capital, Linghua Pavilion’s disciple. His master is Linghua 

Pavilion’s ...” 

The old man said halfway and was cut off coldly by Ye Yuan: “”Looks like my warning had no use!” 

“ARGHH!!” 

A shrill scream emitted from Wu Tian’s mouth. 

His leg was already broken by Ye Yuan. 

The old man’s face changed. He brought up Wu Tian’s master because he wanted to make Ye Yuan 

scared. 

Who knew that this fellow did not yield to this at all, directly crippling Wu Tian. 

Wu Tian hurt until cold sweat covered his forehead. But Ye Yuan’s hand was still clutched extremely 

tightly. 

How could the old man still dare to take any chances? He could only say, “Young Master Tian he ... took 

fancy on a maiden in Cloudjade Imperial City. Hence ... that’s why he would come here to assume the 

post of patrolling inspector.” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, and he asked again, “If he came to be the patrolling inspector, why would 

Jiang Jadehall be thrown into a death cell?” 

The old man said, “Because ... he didn’t know how to appreciate favors.” 

When Ye Yuan heard this, his expression turned cold and he said, “Jiang Jadehall wasn’t willing to hand 

over the position of patrolling inspector, so you guys plotted to frame him, throwing him into a death 

cell, is that right?” 

The old man was silent. Clearly, it was guessed correctly by Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Very good, you can go and die already!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan was about to take action to kill Wu Tian. 

Wu Tian and the old man’s face both changed drastically, not expecting that Ye Yuan was actually so 

vicious, wanting to kill people directly. 

At this time, Zuo Shujie suddenly spoke up, “Ye Yuan, you mustn’t!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, the force in his hand reducing a little. 
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Zuo Shujie struggled to come before Ye Yuan, saying with an ugly expression, “Patrolling Inspector Wu’s 

master is a True God powerhouse, the Wu Family’s status in Nine Pledge Imperial Capital is also 

extraordinary. Killing him, the entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial City will have to be buried in death with 

him!” 

Cold sweat poured from Wu Tian’s head, gritting his teeth as he said, “Yes, yes! I can’t die, if I were to 

die, Linghua Pavilion will surely be enraged! As ... As long as you let me go, today’s matter ... I’ll take it as 

if nothing happened.” 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed, fingers slowly loosening up. 

He could act recklessly and care for nobody by himself, but Heavenly Eagle Imperial City had so many 

people, he was more or less still somewhat wary of involving good people. 

The moment Ye Yuan’s fingers let go, Wu Tian shot away like lightning. This Ye Yuan’s strength was too 

terrifying. 

“Wu Yun, kill him for me! Also, these few, leave none behind!” Wu Tian pointed at the Zuo Shujie, Ning 

Tianping, and the rest behind Ye Yuan and said with an angry roar. 

The faces of Zuo Shujie and the rest could not help changing drastically when they heard it. He did not 

expect that Wu Tian actually turned hostile so quickly. 

If not for them pleading for mercy, Ye Yuan would have already killed Wu Tian. But in a blink of an eye, 

Wu Tian was going to kill them. 

The Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity Wu Yun, who here was his match? 

“Humph! Reckless and blind think, to actually dare make a move on Young Master Tian! Today, I’ll have 

you die without a burial ground!” 

The moment the aura of an Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity was released, everyone’s faces changed. 

That horrifying world power made Zuo Shujie and the rest had looks of despair. 

“Patrolling Inspector Wu, this ... this is all a misunderstanding! Hope that Lord Patrolling Inspector can 

lift your hand high up in mercy and let Ye Yuan go! How he offended you, I, Zuo Shujie, will shoulder it 

alone!” Zuo Shujie said decisively. 

Wu Tian burst into laughter when he heard it and said, “This punk actually dared to break this envoy’s 

leg. He already committed a capital crime! What qualifications do you, a measly Second Firmament 

Celestial Deity, have to shoulder it? Today, all of you have to die!” 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed slightly. Looking at Wu Tian, he said coolly, “I already gave you the chance, 

it was you who didn’t know how to cherish it.” 

“Hahaha! Chance? Brat, if it wasn’t for you ambushing this envoy just now, would this envoy be 

threatened by you? With Wu Yun around, can you still overturn the heavens? Do it!” Wu Tian seemed to 

have heard a very hilarious joke, laughing wildly as he said. 

A cold light flashed, a streak of terrifying sword light rushed toward Ye Yuan. 



The power of an Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity was extremely shocking. 

At this time, Zuo Shujie and the rest were standing behind Ye Yuan. As long as he moved aside, Zuo 

Shujie and the rest would definitely die without a doubt. 

This Wu Yun was clearly someone who had a wealth of battle experience, rather vicious when attacking. 

This sword was forcing Ye Yuan to meet the attack head-on. 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned slightly dark, the Frostcounter Sword suddenly making a move. 

Bang! 

A loud bang exploded between the two people. The horrifying energy immediately sent Zuo Shujie and 

the rest flying. 

“All of you back away!” Ye Yuan’s voice exuded iciness. 

Clearly, he was already genuinely enraged. 

Wu Yun’s pupils also constricted as he cried out in surprise, “Laws fusion! Spatial law!” 

He never would have dreamed that Ye Yuan could actually receive this sword of his. 

Wu Tian’s expression also became incomparably ugly. He originally thought that Ye Yuan was not 

capable of lasting one exchange with Wu Yun at all. He did not expect that his combat strength was 

actually so fearsome. 

A Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity evenly matching an Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity, this was a little 

too exaggerated, right? 

Zuo Shujie and the rest looked at that familiar, yet unfamiliar figure, shocked to the core. 

Ye Yuan’s strength was still so powerful. 

But it was a little ridiculously strong! 

Several hundred years ago, Ye Yuan was merely a second-rate junior in his eyes. 

Just how many years had passed? 

Ye Yuan’s current strength, making a round trip around the Southridge Ten Nations, he also could not 

find a match at all! 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved slightly, his sword drawing out. That swift and fierce sword energy virtually 

made space shudder. 

Wu Yun’s eyes turned slightly dark, directly meeting it. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

In midair, a series of horrifying energy undulations came over. 



Cold light radiated in all directions, sword energy scattering everywhere. 

When Wu Tian saw this scene, his complexion turned pale. 

“Young Master Tian, this brat is so strong. Lord Wu Yun might not be able to take him down. Why don’t 

... we retreat first!” Mo Xin spoke up. 

“Shut up! Do you want this young master to be a cowardly turtle? If this were to spread back to the 

imperial capital, how will this young master still have face to meet people?” Wu Tian said angrily. 

Mo Xin said anxiously, “As long as the green hills remain, there will be no shortage of firewood! If this 

brat really wins, we won’t have a possibility of escaping anymore!” 

Wu Tian’s expression changed again and again. Finally, he gritted his teeth and said, “Go!” 

He never dreamed that his first day coming to the Southridge Ten Nations to be the patrolling inspector, 

he would have to tuck his tail and run. 

The two people were just about to escape through the void and leave when a beautiful figure blocked 

the two people’s path. 

A peerless face unfolded in front of Wu Tian. But he was not in the mood to admire it at all currently. 

Because this woman’s aura was similarly very strong! 

Leng Qiuling’s strength was also Sixth Firmament Celestial Deity. 

“You guys can’t leave!” Leng Qiuling said coolly. 

“Damn it!” Wu Tian gritted his teeth and suddenly attacked Leng Qiuling. 

Leng Qiuling was long prepared. Ice and fire, two powers of law, gushed out, making Wu Tian’s face 

change drastically. 

Although Wu Tian was strong too, compared to the Leng Qiuling who refined the Vermilion Bird true 

blood, he was far too lacking. 

The two people’s realms were on par, but Leng Qiuling’s strength completely suppressed Wu Tian. 

Right at this time, an incomparably swift and fierce sword light tore through the sky. Wu Yun’s corpse 

dropped down from high up in the sky, falling heavily onto the ground. 

The entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial City was deathly still. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1892: Sequence of Events 

An Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity, to the people of Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, it was virtually an 

invincible existence. 

But such an undefeatable existence was killed by someone under their eyelids. 

The opponent was just a Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity. 
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To Ye Yuan, they were all too familiar. 

People’s impression of him mostly still stopped at that arrogant but peerlessly talented youth. 

No one could have expected that several hundred years’ time, he already grew to such a level. 

Over there, Leng Qiuling and Wu Tian’s battle also drew to an end already. 

With a flash, Leng Qiuling pointed a finger, directly landing on Wu Tian’s chest. 

Wu Tian was akin to being struck by a heavy blow, blood spurting wildly from his mouth. His figure was 

flying out backward. 

Ye Yuan’s figure floated down. Looking at Wu Tian, he said, “If something happens to Jiang Jadehall, 

you’ll know that the most despairing thing in this world isn’t death.” 

He gestured Ning Tianping with a look. Ning Tianping understood it and went up to seal Wu Tian’s divine 

sea, and immediately brought him away. 

When Zuo Shujie and the rest saw this scene, they felt like they were dreaming. 

Today, the patrolling inspector arrived. In the end, he had not even entered the front door and was 

annihilated by Ye Yuan. 

Seeing Ye Yuan walk over, Coldfeather and the rest actually did not have a single person dare step 

forward to greet. 

The present Ye Yuan was no longer that junior back then! 

Ye Yuan naturally knew what they were thinking in their hearts and said smilingly, “City Lord Zuo, 

Brother Coldfeather, you guys don’t have to be like this. This Ye Yuan is still that Ye Yuan, still Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City’s head elder.” 

Hearing this, Coldfeather and the rest felt slightly relieved but naturally did not dare to treat Ye Yuan like 

in the past anymore. 

The group of people entered the city and went into the City Lord Manor. They naturally could not 

dispense with a bout of small talk. 

Ye Yuan also knew that these few years, Jiang Jadehall really did look after Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

As for the matters with people at the top, they were not aware. 

But Ye Yuan guessed that the reason why Jiang Jadehall fell out with Wu Tian was likely related to the 

promise with him back then. 

Because if he left the position of patrolling inspector, he would not be able to control Heavenly Eagle 

Imperial City anymore. 

Thinking up to here, Ye Yuan was very grateful toward Jiang Jadehall in his heart. 



“Looks like I have to make a trip to Nine Pledge Imperial Capital. Everyone doesn’t need to worry. The 

matter of the patrolling inspector, I’ll be thinking of a way to resolve it. In addition, I have some 

medicinal pills here. It should be helpful to the few of you.” 

Ye Yuan took out several bottles of medicinal pills. The pupils of Zuo Shujie and the rest all shrunk. 

Back then, Ye Yuan astounded the Southridge with alchemy. Now that several hundred years passed, his 

realm also stepped into Celestial Deity Realm, so then how terrifying would the medicinal pills he 

refined be? 

Sure enough, the medicinal pills that Ye Yuan took out, the quality was all extremely high. 

Helping them to break through realms was naturally nothing difficult. 

“Oh, right, with Wu Tian’s identity, why would he run to Southridge to be the patrolling inspector for a 

girl?” Ye Yuan suddenly asked curiously. 

Zuo Shujie sighed and said, “These few years that you were gone, Cloudjade Imperial City produced a 

peerless genius called Rong Xiyue. This girl is the daughter of Cloudjade Imperial City’s city lord, Rong 

Hua. This girl was a Divine Lord since her birth. It was a historical moment for Cloudjade Imperial City. At 

present, she’s already Seventh Firmament Celestial Deity! Such monstrous talent, she was naturally 

valued highly by Linghua Pavilion and taken into the pavilion. Several years ago, Rong Hua suffered a 

heavy injury inside a mystic realm. Rong Xiyue left Linghua Pavilion and returned to Cloudjade Imperial 

City to take care of her ill father. This Wu Tian came for her.” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly and said, “This matter ... likely isn’t that simple, right?” 

Zuo Shujie smiled bitterly and said, “Southridge Ten Cities is merely a desolate and barren place; unable 

to have any ties with the imperial capital. This intel is all about events of the Southridge Lands. That’s 

why we could inquire about it. As for the rest, we’re powerless to do anything. As for Patrolling 

Inspector Jiang ... Sigh!” 

Things concerning Southridge Ten Cities were within the scope of Nine Pledge Imperial Capital. So no 

one would go and pay attention at all. 

If not for having someone like Rong Xiyue, probably barely anyone would know about this place. 

Ye Yuan slowly got up and said coolly, “This is simple. Go to Cloudjade Imperial City and ask this Rong 

Xiyue and we’ll know.” 

His voice had yet to fade and Ye Yuan already vanished before everyone’s eyes. 

Zuo Shujie and the rest all exchanged glances, this Ye Yuan was also too vigorous and swift in doing 

things. 

Left at the drop of a hat and did not even give a heads-up. 

“Heavenly Eagly is hundreds of millions of miles away from Cloudjade, this departure will at least take 

several month’s time too. Ye Yuan is ...” Zuo Shujie said speechlessly. 



But Ning Tianping smiled and said, “His Excellency’s spatial law has already attained sublimity and have 

long comprehended the art of spatial shift. A single breath and it’s several hundred thousand miles! He’ll 

be able to return at most by noon.” 

“Art of spatial shift! Fourth Firmament Spatial law?” Coldfeather cried out in shock, even his pitch 

changed. 

He also comprehended spatial law and naturally knew how difficult it was to comprehend spatial law to 

the fourth firmament. 

These several hundred years, Ye Yuan’s spatial law attainments were actually already outrageously 

fearsome! 

The others were also extremely shocked, looking at Ning Tianping in disbelief. 

If they did not understand Ning Tianping, they would definitely think that Ning Tianping was boasting. 

Zuo Shujie sucked in a deep breath and said, “Ye Yuan actually didn’t even use his full strength when he 

killed that Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity?” 

Ning Tianping smiled and said, “That kind of Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity, his law comprehension 

isn’t even as high as mine. Why would His Excellency need to go all out to kill him?” 

Everyone was speechless. But at this time, their attention was placed on Ning Tianping. 

The present Ning Tianping refined the Black Tortoise true blood and already broke through to be a Third 

Firmament Celestial Deity! 

Merely a short several hundred year’s time, the Ning Family’s junior already grew to become Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City’s most formidable existence. 

This was simply unthinkable. 

Even Ning Zhiyuan also did not know what he should say currently. 

When one man attained Dao, his fowls and dogs ascended to heaven too. 

Ning Tianping had flourished now and would definitely look after the Ning Family better. 

The Heavenly Eagle Imperial City in the future, the Ning Family would be the number one major family, 

no one would be able to replace anymore. 

Only now did he know, a wrong decision made in a moment of weakness really almost ruined the Ning 

Family! 

Fortunately, the Ning Family produced a Ning Tianping who had affection and loyalty, that was how it 

salvaged the situation. 

Otherwise, he would be the entire Ning Family’s sinner now. 

... 



Although Ye Yuan’s spatial law made progress slowly, exhibiting spatial shift with his current realm, he 

arrived at Cloudjade Imperial City after two hours. 

He did not say hello to anyone, entering the City Lord Manor with a flash. 

Buzz! 

Ye Yuan did not behave secretively. Instead, he suddenly released the imposing momentum of Fifth 

Firmament Celestial Deity on him! 

With the vigor of his divine sea, his aura was actually not the slightest bit weaker than Sixth Firmament 

Celestial Deities! 

Cloudjade Imperial City’s powerhouses were immediately alarmed. 

A Fourth Firmament Celestial Deity powerhouse appeared in front of Ye Yuan. 

Sensing that vast divine essence undulation of Ye Yuan’s, his expression was incomparably ugly. 

That Fourth Firmament Cloudjade Imperial City powerhouse said in fear and trepidation, “I’m Cloudjade 

Imperial City’s Meng Xing, I wonder what this lord came to my Cloudjade Imperial City for?” 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “I’m looking for Rong Xiyue.” 

Meng Xing’s pupils constricted and he said, “Not long ago, Young Patriarch Xiyue already left Cloudjade 

Imperial City and went back to Nine Pledge Imperial Capital.” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, and he asked again, “Then Rong Hua?” 

Meng Xing said respectfully, “City Lord His Excellency left together with Young Patriarch Xiyue.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1893: Li-er’s News 

Outside of Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, a figure phased and formed 

The young man stood with his hands behind his back, looking at that model-like small city beneath his 

feet with a scornful face. 

Buzz! 

The moment the young man released his aura, a horrifying aura instantly enveloped the entire city. 

Zuo Shujie and the rest of the powerhouses were currently crowding around Ning Tianping and asking all 

sorts of questions at this time. 

They were very curious about Ye Yuan’s experiences in these several hundred years and naturally 

wanted to get to the bottom of it. 

But right at this time, a horrifying pressure enveloped the entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

Zuo Shujie’s expression rapidly changed, his face ashen pale, cold sweat already faintly seeping out on 

his forehead. 
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“This ... What kind of pressure is this?” Zuo Shujie’s expression was ugly as he said. 

This aura was too horrifying, horrifying until it made people unable to give birth to the thought of 

resisting. 

As for how strong it was, Zuo Shujie completely could not determine it with his realm. 

Tong’er[1] who had been playing with Treasure Pig all along noticed something. His gaze revealed a 

trace of uncertainty at first. He then said coolly, “Judging from this aura, it should be an Empyrean.” 

Everyone’s faces quickly changed, looking at Tong’er in disbelief. 

“E ... Empyrean? You’re not joking, right?” Zuo Shujie said in disbelief. 

He seriously could not imagine why Heavenly Eagle Imperial City would be visited by an Empyrean 

powerhouse. 

“Is Ye Yuan here? Have him come out for this Empyrean!” Right at this time, a void reverberated 

throughout the entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, confirming Tong’er’s words. 

Professing as this Empyrean, that was naturally a Heavenly Empyrean! 

After the shock, Zuo Shujie brought everyone and went out to welcome him. 

That figure in midair appeared very illusory and also very dazzling, Zuo Shujie did not dare to look 

straight at it at all. 

Zuo Shujie knelt down respectfully and said politely and meekly, “Heavenly Eagle City Lord, Zuo Shujie, 

pays respect to Lord Empyrean!” 

Although he did not dare to look straight at him, glimpsing through his peripherals, this Empyrean 

powerhouse was extremely young. This made Zuo Shujie incredibly shocked in his heart. 

He had naturally never seen before an Empyrean powerhouse, but even a fool would know that those 

able to achieve the position of Empyrean were all old monsters who had lived for millions of years. 

This young man in front of him was clearly not! 

Just where did such a young Empyrean powerhouse come from? 

The young man accepted it calmly and said coolly, “Which one is Ye Yuan?” 

Everyone’s faces changed, not expecting that this Empyrean was actually here for Ye Yuan. 

For a moment, the atmosphere was terrifyingly quiet. 

“Looks like you guys feel that this Empyrean is very easygoing?” 

The young man’s palm slowly raised up, the winds and clouds suddenly changed! 

The heaven and earth spiritual energy within a radius of 100 thousand miles closed in towards him 

crazily. 

Empyrean-level world power suddenly released, heaven and earth changed colors because of it! 



For the first time in their lives, these remote hinterland powerhouses witnessed the terror of Empyrean-

class powerhouses. 

And the price was death. 

If this palm landed, Heavenly Eagle Imperial City would turn to ashes. 

Practically mustering up all the strength in his body, Zuo Shujie said, “Lord Empyrean calm your anger, 

Ye Yuan he ... isn’t in the city!” 

The young man’s brows furrowed slightly and he said, “Wherever he is, make him come and see me.” 

This request was somewhat forcing people to do what they could not. 

But what to do? 

Forget about a puny little Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, even the Nine Pledge Imperial Capital was also 

too weak to stand in competition in front of an Empyrean powerhouse. 

Another bout of silence. 

The young man seemed to have lost his patience and said coolly, “In that case, you all can go and die!” 

Waving his hand, the wind and clouds stirred, spiritual energy surging mightily. 

That howling gale blew until Zuo Shujie’s face hurt. 

“Stop!” 

Right at this time, there was a ripple in the void, a figure emerged. 

When everyone saw that figure, their faces all changed drastically. 

“Your Excellency, quickly leave!” Ning Tianping howled. 

Ye Yuan did not leave, his gaze was currently sizing up that young man who was looking down from a 

height, confirming that he had not seen him before. 

The young man had a handsome face like carved jade, hair falling lightly; very good-looking, like the 

neighbor’s big brother. 

But that evil aura on his body could not be concealed no matter what. 

Clearly, he did not have goodwill toward Ye Yuan. 

“You’re looking for me?” Ye Yuan said with a frown. 

“You know Yue Mengli?” The young man answered with a question. 

Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled violently. Pupils constricting, he asked with his voice carrying a quiver, 

“You know Li-er?” 

Bang! 



He did not see the young man take any action. However, Ye Yuan’s body was akin to being struck by 

lightning, turning into a sharp sword and falling to the ground. 

“Is Li-er what you can call too?” The young man’s gaze was sharp as he said unhappily. 

Ye Yuan vomited a mouthful of blood wildly, already sustaining serious injuries. 

This place was different from the Immortal Grove World, facing Empyrean powerhouses, he did not 

have the least bit of strength to fight back at all. 

Even if the other party just spat out a bit of world power, he could not block it too. 

But the current Ye Yuan was wildly ecstatic in his heart. 

These several centuries, there was no news about Li-er. 

At present, it being said from this young man’s mouth, at least Li-er was safe. 

A figure moving, Ye Yuan appeared in front of the young man once more. 

His injuries were dreadful to behold, but he stood stubbornly. 

“Who are you? Is Li-er ... well currently?” Ye Yuan ignored his injuries, he just wanted to know how Li-er 

was no. 

The young man’s brows furrowed slightly, world power erupting once more. 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan was blasted into the ground once more! 

The young man said in a cold voice, “I said before, you have no qualifications to call Li-er! If there’s a 

next time, you’ll be dead for sure!” 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure appeared once more. It was just that the aura on his body was extremely disorderly, full 

of wounds. 

The young man’s brows furrowed slightly. Clearly, he was rather unhappy with Ye Yuan’s stubbornness 

and tenacity. 

He did not hold back with these two blows. If it were ordinary Celestial Deity Realm martial artists, 

forget about flying in front of him, not dying would already be pretty good. 

But Ye Yuan stood in front of him stubbornly. 

No one spoke, it was silent between heaven and earth. 

Everyone’s eyes looked at Ye Yuan, full of worry. 

They knew Ye Yuan’s temper. Ye Yuan’s relationship with Yue Mengli, they were also aware of it. 

This Empyrean powerhouse that appeared out of nowhere did not even allow Ye Yuan to call a name, so 

how could he tolerate it? 



Toward Ye Yuan’s fury, the young man did not pay attention at all. 

The young man looked at Ye Yuan and said with a calm look, “Just a Celestial Deity Realm ant, so what 

right do you have to be angry? I’m here to tell you that Junior Apprentice Sister Mengli is no longer 

someone in the same world as you. Starting from today, forget her! Otherwise, you know the 

consequences!” 

At this time, Ye Yuan moved. 

One step, two steps ... 

He moved closer to the young man step by step, countless blue fine-lines spread out from Ye Yuan’s 

body, winding over toward the young man. 

Seeing this scene, the young man who had always been calm and collected finally had a visible change in 

countenance. 

His pupils constricted and he cried out in shock, “Dao marks! This ... how is this possible?” 

The blue fine-lines became more and more, thicker and thicker, practically enveloped the entire space. 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes became colder and colder, not carrying the slightest hint of feeling. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s two eyes, no idea why, a chill welled up from the bottom of the young man’s heart. 

To an Empyrean powerhouse, Celestial Deity Realm did not pose the least bit of threat at all. 

But at this moment, a feeling called danger spread throughout his whole body. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1894: : A Sneeze 

A region of space was currently quietly forming. 

The young man’s heart twinged fiercely. A feeling of incredible danger instantly welled up in his heart. 

“Courting death!” 

Incomparably heavy world power suddenly erupted in an instant, crushing over toward Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly vanished, escaping into the boundless void. 

The young man’s pupils constricted and he cried out in alarm, “Spatial law!” 

At this moment, he no longer held back, the power of Empyrean Realm erupting completely. 

The berserk aura made the faces of the people below turn white as a sheet. 

This aura was much stronger than when the young man just appeared. 

The people understood that this young man meant business! 

No one would have expected that the situation would actually develop to such an extent. 

The Celestial Deity Realm Ye Yuan actually forced an Empyrean to go all out? 
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Even thinking about it felt preposterous. 

One had to know, even if Empyrean powerhouses stood there and did not move, Celestial Deity Realm 

martial artists could not possibly cause them any damage too. 

This was the disparity in realms, and even more the gap in laws and Heavenly Dao comprehension. It 

was unable to be compensated for at all. 

But now, Ye Yuan did it! 

What in the world were those mysterious blue fine-lines? 

Forget about Celestial Deity Realm powerhouses not understanding it, even ordinary Empyrean 

powerhouses did not know the existence of Dao mark. 

That was exclusive to Heavenly Emperor powerhouses! 

This young man’s identity was clearly extraordinary. He only took one look and was extremely sure that 

those were Dao marks! 

Why would a Celestial Deity Realm martial artist have Dao marks? 

The young man did not know, he also did not have time to think too much. 

Dao mark was too dangerous! 

“Asura Finger!” 

The young man pointed a finger, an apocalyptic horrifying aura suddenly erupted, making the entire 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City tremble. 

With this finger landing, the entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial City would be leveled to the ground! 

“Puhwark!” 

The might of this finger had yet to completely erupt and Ye Yuan already could not withstand this 

pressure, being forced out of the void by the other party. 

Those countless blue fine-lines fell apart to pieces under this finger and were completely unable to 

construct the Divine Vestige Space. 

Ye Yuan spurted fresh blood wildly, his body flying out like a kite with a broken string. 

The current Ye Yuan was akin to being hauled out of blood from head to toe, looking grim and 

horrifying. 

The might of an Empyrean was too strong! 

The young man looked at Ye Yuan, his gaze cold as ice as he said in a solemn voice, “Originally, I just 

wanted to give you a warning. Since you’re bent on courting death, then this Empyrean will send you 

off! Remember, the person who killed you is Lin Changqing!” 

The current Lin Changqing was already utterly infuriated by Ye Yuan. 



In his eyes, Ye Yuan was merely an insignificant ant and could not have the will to resist at all, let alone 

have the capital to resist. 

But just now, he actually felt threatened. 

The Empyrean powerhouse Lin Changqing actually felt the threat of an ant. 

His emotion turned angry from embarrassment. 

A finger landing, the horrifying power of law made a series of cracks tear apart in space. 

In the center of the storm, the bodies of many martial artists in the city suddenly exploded, turning into 

clouds of blood mist. 

This power already did not seem like it belonged in the mortal world. 

Lin Changqing was not just an Empyrean powerhouse, his law comprehension was similarly extremely 

horrifying. 

“DIE!” 

A hint of delight flashed across in Lin Changqing’s eyes, the finger suddenly landing. 

Right at this time, a pink light suddenly shot up to the sky and met with this finger. 

Under this horrifying finger, that pink lump of flesh appeared very frail. 

Lin Changqing’s brows furrowed slightly and he said in a cold voice, “Humph! Ignorant beast, a mantis 

also dares to block the cart!” 

“Grunt! Grunt!” 

The pink lump of meat emitted an unpleasant sound, who could it be if not Treasure Pig? 

Between heaven and earth, that small flesh-ball appeared extremely, extremely small, just like a speck 

of dust. 

Treasure Pig’s nose suddenly twitched without stopping, mouth opening wide. 

“Ahh ... CHOO!” 

Treasure Pig flew up to the sky and did a big sneeze at Lin Changqing. 

In such a solemn moment, this scene appeared extremely comical. 

But nobody could laugh. 

A horrifying air billow rose to the sky, meeting Lin Changqing’s Asura Finger. 

Rumble! 

Amidst everyone’s astounded gazes, that blast wind was akin to wind puffing away the clouds, and 

actually directly pushed the horrifying energy emitted by the Asura Finger back. 

Lin Changqing’s face suddenly changed. This sudden turn of events caught him by surprise. 



The sneeze that Treasure Pig did arrive in front of him like easily sweeping up dead leaves. 

Bang! 

Lin Changqing’s chest seemed to have been struck by a sledgehammer. 

Only to see fresh blood spurt wildly out of his mouth, figure flying backward, already sustaining heavy 

injuries. 

Everything flew away. 

Treasure Pig did a sneeze and tunneled back into Tong’er’s embrace lazily, falling asleep, as if nothing 

had happened. 

Death-like silence. 

Heavenly Eagle’s people all exchanged glances, not daring to believe the scene that happened before 

their eyes at all. 

The finger of an Empyrean powerhouse was actually sent packing by a sneeze just like that? 

Furthermore, it even injured an Empyrean powerhouse! 

Tong’er and Treasure Pig followed along with Ye Yuan, but these two fellows’ sense of presence were 

too weak. So no one paid attention to them at all. 

Who could have thought that this pink pig Ye Yuan brought over actually had such daunting strength? 

Ning Tianping, White Light, Leng Qiuling, all looked at Treasure Pig with incredible shock, as if it was 

their first time knowing it. 

They all knew that Treasure Pig was a glutton and only ate the medicinal pills that Ye Yuan refined. 

They also knew that Treasure Pig was a sleepyhead, sleeping several years away was also nothing 

difficult. 

But they did not know that Treasure Pig actually had such horrifying strength. 

Sensing all sorts of peculiar gazes, Tong’er rolled his eyes and said, “Stare what stare? Never seen before 

such a beautiful pet?” 

Everyone broke down. 

“Damn it! Damn it! Damn it! A bunch of ants! I’m going to level your Heavenly Eagle Imperial City to the 

ground!” 

Lin Changqing who was bounced away several tens of thousands of miles away flew back again with a 

flash, covered in blood all over. 

Clearly, Lin Changqing was already foaming at the mouth with rage. 

Tong’er’s brows furrowed slightly, leaping up and facing Lin Changqing. 

“Grunt! Grunt!” 



The Treasure Pig in Tong’er’s embrace opened both eyes rather tiredly and looked toward Lin Changqing 

somewhat lazily. 

Lin Changqing’s face changed as if being stared at by a desolate beast. 

Facing this snotty brat without the strength to tie up a chicken, he actually felt timid. 

More accurately speaking, he was nervous about the Treasure Pig in Tong’er’s embrace. 

Lin Changqing could not feel any threat from this adorable and pink lumpy piglet, and also could not 

sense any kind of might. 

But that sneeze earlier was real. 

Tong’er gave Lin Changqing a glance and said coolly, “Brat, stop making a show of force here. I’ll tell you 

very responsibly, you don’t even have the qualifications to carry his shoes for him. Uh ... Give him some 

time, he’ll let you know what’s called despair. Now, get lost.” 

The originally incomparably haughty words sounded very comical coming out of Tong’er’s mouth. 

Tong’er’s voice was childish, sounding more like acting like a spoiled child and not a warning. 

But no one dared to overlook his existence. 

That ping pig held in his arms was too powerful! 

Lin Changqing looked at Tong’er, expression changing again and again. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1895: 2000-Year Agreement! 

“You’re saying that I’m inferior to this trash? Do you know what realm Junior Apprentice Sister Mengli 

achieved presently? Heh, not long ago, Junior Apprentice Sister Mengli already broke through to True 

God Realm! Trash like Ye Yuan can only look at her back as long as he lived! He isn’t worthy of Junior 

Apprentice Sister Mengli!” 

Lin Changqing’s words made everyone’s hearts quiver violently. 

Including Zuo Shujie these people, they naturally knew Yue Mengli. 

Back then when she left Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, she was totally living under Ye Yuan’s light. 

All the way until today, it was also merely less than a thousand years from when she left Heavenly Eagle 

Imperial City, she actually already stepped into the realm of True God! 

This kind of cultivation speed was simply unimaginable. 

Also, this Lin Changqing, although the exact situation about his skeletal age could not be seen, his vitality 

was extremely exuberant, akin to the morning sun. Clearly, his age would not be too old either. 

Such a young Empyrean powerhouse, to a character like Zuo Shujie, it was simply unimaginable. 

Even if it was Ye Yuan and the rest, they had never seen before such a young Empyrean powerhouse 

too. 
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One had to know, even Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove, that level of unrivaled powerhouses, also 

spent as long as 50 thousand years to cultivate to Heavenly Empyrean Realm. 

Even though Ye Yuan displaying Dao mark previously made Lin Changqing very surprised, it was also 

merely just being surprised. 

With his guesses, he reckoned that Ye Yuan obtained the Dao mark legacy by chance inside some mystic 

realm, that was how he was able to display it. 

Although this kind of thing was rare, it was not impossible. 

As for Ye Yuan cultivating Dao mark himself, Lin Changqing did not think in this area at all. 

Because that was impossible! 

Since time immemorial, there have been countless peerlessly talented people. No one had ever heard 

before that someone could cultivate out Dao mark at Celestial Deity Realm. 

This kind of Dao mark legacy, used once and it would reduce once, belonging to a consumable item. 

A long way down the road, how many times could Ye Yuan use? 

Moreover, even if Ye Yuan possessed that flimsy Dao mark, he was also not his match at all. 

“You ... Who the hell are you?” Ye Yuan stared at Lin Changqing fixed and asked with clenched jaws. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes made Lin Changqing pleased with himself inwardly. 

Clearly, his words earlier triggered Ye Yuan. 

Lin Changqing laughed coldly and said, “You don’t need to know who I am. You just need to know that 

you and Junior Apprentice Sister Mengli are impossible! You and she are already not people in the same 

world! Don’t say that this Empyrean is unreasonable. Here is a divine-grade Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill 

here. It can help you cultivate to the True God Realm! But at that time, Junior Apprentice Sister Mengli 

will already be an Empyrean!” 

Originally, he was disdainful to explain these to Ye Yuan. 

But now that he could not kill Ye Yuan, Lin Changqing planned on explaining clearly the disparity 

between him and Yue Mengli. 

This way, as long as Ye Yuan still had a tiny trace of self-respect, he would not go find Yue Mengli either. 

He Chong’s pupils constricted as he said, “Divine-grade Sun Moon Azure Pill! My god, that’s a medicinal 

pill that can help martial artists break through to True God Realm!” 

Zuo Shujie nodded his head and said, “As long as peak Celestial Deity Realm martial artists consume a 

divine-grade Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill, there’s 70% chance of breaking through! But, Ye Yuan’s alchemy 

skills ...” 

They all knew that Ye Yuan’s alchemy skills were a heaven-defying existence. 



Although not seeing him for several hundred years, they felt that Ye Yuan’s alchemy skills should not 

decline. 

For some time, the gazes of Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s people became extremely odd. 

Swoosh! 

A streak of green light flew toward Ye Yuan. That was a small bottle containing the medicinal pill. 

The corners of Tong’er’s mouth revealed a mocking expression but did not stop it. 

Whoosh! 

Ye Yuan pointed a finger out, that green little bottle shattered in the air with a bang. 

The medicinal pill inside was also blasted to residue by Ye Yuan, dissipating away into heaven and earth. 

Seeing this scene, everyone could not help feeling their flesh hurt. 

You don’t care for it, but we care! 

Even if you don’t want it, there was also no need to directly destroy it, right? 

Lin Changqing did not reveal a look of surprise. He just said with a cold smile, “Is that pitiful dignity? 

With this medicinal pill, perhaps after several tens of thousands of years, you still have hopes of 

standing in front of this Empyrean. But you destroyed it! But like this is good as well, every tub must 

stand on its bottom, forget Junior Apprentice Sister Mengli from today onwards!” 

Lin Changqing’s both hands were behind his back, showing unrivaled haughtiness. 

He had the capital to be condescending! 

Such a young Heavenly Empyrean powerhouse, who dared to say that he could not step into that 

fleeting and ephemeral realm of Heavenly Emperor? 

Such a character was the Heavenspan World’s true heaven’s chosen. 

Ye Yuan looked at Lin Changqing and slowly extended two fingers. 

Lin Changqing was slightly taken aback. Even when Tong’er saw Ye Yuan’s action, he also revealed a 

puzzled look. 

“2000 years!” 

Lin Changqing was very smart, after being dazed, he understood Ye Yuan’s meaning very quickly. 

Ye Yuan paused for a bit and continued, “Within 2000 years, I’ll stand before you! Let you see if Li-er and 

I are people of the same world or not!” 

One sentence made everyone quiet down. 

Tong’er’s pupils also constricted, he felt that Ye Yuan’s boast was a little big! 

He was an Empyrean powerhouse himself and naturally knew how difficult it was to cultivate to be an 

Empyrean powerhouse. 



He did not doubt that Ye Yuan could cultivate to Empyrean Realm, but in 2000 years, this was boasting 

too much. 

“Hahaha! Truly shameless boasting! Since you have such confidence, then let’s have a 2000-year 

agreement, how about it? After 2000 years, you and I will have a battle! The loser will leave Junior 

Apprentice Sister Mengli!” Lin Changqing let out a wild laugh and said. 

Ye Yuan’s words simply sounded like that boring self-esteem of the weak to him. 

Cultivating from Celestial Deity Realm to Empyrean Realm within 2000 years, this kind of thing 

absolutely could not possibly happen! 

Even if he was overwhelmingly talented and had countless medicinal pills and spiritual items to load up, 

he also spent 5000 years before cultivating to the realm of Empyrean. 

And his starting point was much higher than the vast majority of the Heavenspan World’s martial artists! 

He, Lin Changqing, was at the True God Realm during birth! 

Comparing talent, who could compete with him? 

One had to know, there were god knows how many martial artists in this Heavenspan World. But 90% of 

the martial artists were unable to step into the realm of True God for all their lives! 

But he had such a cultivation realm since birth. 

From Celestial Deity Realm to Empyrean Realm looked like it was just two major realms. But the 

distance between these two major realms was as far as heaven and earth. 

How many people who bragged and boasted about being geniuses were unable to cross these two 

major thresholds too, let alone talk about reaching it within a short 2000 years. 

These words were not pride, but ignorance! 

Ye Yuan looked at Lin Changqing and shook his head as he said, “I, Ye Yuan, won’t use my own woman 

as a wager!” 

Lin Changqing had a look of disdain and was just about to scoff in contempt, but heard Ye Yuan continue 

saying, “2000 years later, you and I will have a battle! The victor lives, the loser ... dies! Do you dare or 

not?” 

Ye Yuan stared intently at Lin Changqing, his gaze incomparably sharp. 

Everyone sucked in a mouthful of cold air, they did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually so decisive. 

Agreeing on a life-and-death match, this was originally nothing. 

But the disparity between Ye Yuan and Lin Changqing was too great. 2000 years was merely a snap of a 

finger. Agreeing to this wager was too disadvantageous to Ye Yuan! 

This was simply a wager without the slightest chance of winning!~ 

Tong’er frowned and said, “Kid, don’t be impulsive!” 



Ye Yuan ignored him and just stared intently at Lin Changqing, opening his mouth once more to say, “Do 

you dare or not?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1896: Magnanimous 

“Do you dare or not?!” 

The world was silent, there was only Ye Yuan’s voice reverberating. 

What difference was there between such a declaration and committing suicide? 

“Hahaha!” All of a sudden, Lin Changqing laughed wildly without ceasing. 

After a while, the laughter gradually stopped, Lin Changqing said in a clear voice, “Do I dare or not? Do 

you think I dare or not? If this Empyrean doesn’t even dare to answer the challenge of an ant, what 

Great Dao do I still need to seek?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head, a stream of soul force crept out. 

“Since that’s the case, let’s sign a divine soul contract!” 

Lin Changqing snickered and said, “Why? Are you still scared that this Empyrean will go back on my 

word?” 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “Aren’t you scared that I’ll renege?” 

Lin Changqing’s brows furrowed, and he said with a cold snort, “Is this Empyrean scared of you?” 

On Lin Changqing’s side, a stream of soul force also extended out. 

Two streams of soul force met in the air, an aura of Heavenly Dao merged into the two people’s divine 

souls. 

This 2000-year bet was officially effective. 

If anyone violated the divine soul contract, they would get a backlash from Heavenly Dao, the 

consequences extremely serious. 

“Heh, really a foolish ant! Want to stipulate a battle with this Empyrean, you also have to accept the Sun 

Moon Azure Sky Pill first. In that case, you at least still have that tiny trace of hope. As for now 

... haha ...” 

Lin Changqing was pleased with himself for a while because what could be accomplished in 2000 years, 

he was all too clear in his heart. 

The Heavenspan World had so many Heavenly Emperor Bodhimandas, but it had never been heard of 

that anyone could break through from Celestial Deity to Heavenly Empyrean within 200 years. 

Moreover, these 2000 years’ time, could it be that he, Lin Changqing, would be marching on the spot? 

With his talent, 2000 years was enough to make great progress! 

In this battle, he did not have any possibility of losing. 
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“Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill, are you talking about this?” 

A small bottle appeared in Ye Yuan’s hand at no idea when. The moment the mouth of the bottle 

opened, a medicinal fragrance that made people asphyxiated instantly suffused between heaven and 

earth. 

Just that tiny bit of medicinal fragrance that escaped already made people intoxicated. 

Lin Changqing’s pupils constricted, looked at the small bottle in Ye Yuan’s hand in disbelief, and cried out 

in shock, “You ... How can you have a vast spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill?” 

Being born in a Heavenly Emperor Bodhimanda, Lin Changqing naturally knew how difficult it was to 

refine a vast spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill. 

Even in great imperial capitals, the chances of a void spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill appearing was small 

until it could be ignored too. 

Although rank five divine pills already did not have any effect on Lin Changqing, this did not mean that 

this medicinal pill that Ye Yuan took out was worthless. 

On the contrary, this one medicinal pill was invaluable, its price unable to be estimated! 

If Ye Yuan placed this Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill in great imperial capitals, it would absolutely drive all 

Celestial Deity powerhouses, even True God powerhouses crazy. 

As for imperial capitals, that went even more without saying. 

Vast spirit divine pills only had a possibility of appearing in a Heavenly Emperor Bodhimanda, this kind of 

place. 

Furthermore, the Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill, this kind of level nine medicinal pill, forget about Five-star 

Alchemy Gods, even for Seven-star Alchemy Gods, barely anyone could refine it too. 

Above divine-grade, purple spirit, void spirit, vast spirit, end spirit, spiritlink, each rank was harder than 

the last. 

The further up, the more terrifying the difficulty. 

Reaching this kind of boundary, the difficulty of refining was completely unrelated to the hard work of 

the alchemist. 

Some alchemists whose talents were ordinary could reach Four-star Alchemy God, Five-star Alchemy 

God, even Six-star Alchemy God through effort. 

But, in terms of medicinal pill quality, they could not possibly reach vast spirit divine-grade this level, no 

matter how hard they work too. 

Refining this level of medicinal pill, one needed to have an extremely profound understanding of 

Alchemy Dao. 

If using purple spirit divine-grade has units, between void spirit and vast spirit, was separated by a 

million purple spirits! 



To the vast majority of alchemists, they could not possibly refine a vast spirit divine pill in all their lives 

too! 

Vast spirit divine pills this kind of thing, they only belong to those Alchemy Gods with exceedingly high 

talents. 

Lin Changqing was shocked beyond words, he used a purple spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill to humiliate 

Ye Yuan? 

Truly laughable! 

Unrelated to self-esteem, would the Ye Yuan who possessed a vast spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill care 

about a measly purple spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill? 

Tong’er had a mocking look on his face and said, “How can he have? Of course he refined it himself.” 

Lin Changqing’s face was finally no longer composed. He said with a disbelieving look, “He refined it 

himself? Do you think that this Empyrean will believe it? A Celestial Deity Realm refining a vast spirit Sun 

Moon Azure Sky Pill? Do you think I’m stupid?” 

Tong’er shrugged his shoulders and said coolly, “Believing it or not is your business. I have no need to 

prove anything to you; Ye Yuan naturally needs to do that even less.” 

Lin Changqing suddenly laughed loudly and said, “I understand, this medicinal pill must have been 

obtained by you inside a mystic realm! But, so what if it’s a vast spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill? In front 

of this Empyrean, you still don’t have any chance!” 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan casually flung his hand, the small bottle in his hand flew over toward Lin Changqing. 

Subconsciously, Lin Changqing reached his hand out to receive, catching the small bottle in his hand. 

“This medicinal pill doesn’t have any use to me. If you have any junior that needs it, I’ll give it to you.” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

Everyone looked at this scene with incredible shock, eyeballs almost popping out. 

This ... This was also too reckless, right? 

That was a vast spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill, he was actually going to gift it to his deathmatch 

opponent? 

Those Celestial Deity all cried out in alarm and went crazy! It was too much of a wanton waste of God’s 

good gifts! 

Pfft! 

But Leng Qiuling, Tong’er, and the rest could not resist laughing. 

Previously, Lin Changqing used a medicinal pill to humiliate Ye Yuan. Now, Ye Yuan returned an eye for 

an eye, using a vast spirit divine pill to retaliate. This was much more effective than a measly purple 

spirit divine pill. 



Lin Changqing’s expression was extremely ugly. Logically speaking, he should destroy this medicinal pill 

right away. 

But he hesitated! 

A vast spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill was too precious! 

Subconsciously, he could not bear to destroy it. 

He naturally did not need this medicinal pill. But just as Ye Yuan said, he had people in his family who 

needed it! 

A vast spirit Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill was equivalent to a True God powerhouse. 

Furthermore, the potential of this True God would get a massive development and might become a 

Heavenly Empyrean powerhouse in the future. 

When medicinal pills reached vast spirit this level, the significance was absolutely not as simple as being 

a medicinal pill. 

Otherwise, with Lin Changqing’s experience and horizons, how could he possibly care about a mere rank 

five divine pill? 

“Don’t need to feel embarrassed. Even though you nearly killed me today, I still have to thank you. You 

brought me Li-er’s news, this is a piece of tremendous good news to me. In the future, if you still need 

any medicinal pills, you can come to find me to refine anytime. Uh ... but you still need to prepare the 

spirit medicines yourself.” 

Seemingly seeing through what Lin Changqing was thinking, Ye Yuan took another stab viciously. 

But these words, it came from the bottom of his heart. 

Although he was almost killed today, being able to get Li-er’s new, he was very happy instead. 

At the very least, he knew that Li-er was doing very well currently. 

Bang! 

Lin Changqing was angered until his entire body trembled. The moment he used strength, the small 

bottle shattered to dust. 

The vast spirit divine pill naturally dissipated with the wind too. 

Lin Changqing stared intently at Ye Yuan, wanting to see a hint of heartache from his eyes. 

However, he was disappointed. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was calm to the extreme. There was no visible change in countenance toward the 

Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill’s destruction at all. 

This meant that he really did not care! 

Lin Changqing was practically going nuts, he did not expect that today would actually play out like this. 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1897: : Nine Pledge Imperial Capital 

Ye Yuan was completely indifferent, but Lin Changqing felt his flesh hurt. 

That was a vast spirit divine-grade Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill! 

Even in Heavenly Emperor Bodhimandas, this kind of thing could be encountered but could not be 

hoped for too. 

It was just that under this kind of circumstances, he had no choice at all. 

He was an Empyrean, he originated from a Heavenly Emperor Bodhimanda, he had his own dignity. 

No matter how much he could not bear to part with it, he also had to destroy this vast spirit divine pill! 

He, Lin Changqing, could not afford to lose this face! 

Of course, he was actually already disgraced enough currently. 

“Humph! Do you think that this Empyrean will believe that this medicinal pill was refined by you? You 

were merely a little lucky!” Lin Changqing said with a livid expression. 

“That’s your business, nothing to do with me. Go back and cultivate well, hope that you don’t disappoint 

me 2000 years later” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Lin Changqing’s expression changed, this damn fellow actually snatched his lines! 

Wasn’t this kind of word said for the weak to hear by the strong? 

“Still not scramming?” Could it be that you’re planning on staying behind to have a meal?” Tong’er said 

in a cold voice. 

Lin Changqing naturally did not take Tong’er seriously. But right at this time, the Treasure Pig in his 

bosom suddenly opened its bleary eyes. 

All of a sudden, Lin Changqing seemed to stare at by a desolate beast. 

His expression changed several times. Finally, he still took a step out, figure disappearing. 

Whoosh … 

Everyone all heaved a long sigh in relief. 

Since Lin Changqing appeared, they did not even dare to breathe loudly. 

The pressure of an Empyrean powerhouse was too fierce. 

Thud! 

After Lin Changqing left, Ye Yuan could not hold on anymore, fainting on the ground. 

Under the finger of an Empyrean powerhouse, it was already a miracle for Ye Yuan to be able to hold on 

until now. 
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Only all the way until three days later did Ye Yuan slowly wake up. 

“Big Brother, you finally woke up!” White Light said joyfully. 

“You punk, you were too reckless,” Tong’er looked at Ye Yuan and said with a disdainful look. 

Ye Yuan just smiled. Under those circumstances, what could he do? 

It was just that in front of Heavenly Empyrean powerhouses, he was still too weak! 

“2000 years to cultivate to Heavenly Empyrean Realm, boy, you also looking down on Heavenly 

Empyreans too much!” Tong’er said with a cold smile. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “2000 years should be enough.” 

His cultivation was different from the others. To the others, bottlenecks were the greatest obstacle. 

But Ye Yuan’s cultivation, it was comprehending Dao first, and only then cultivating. 

To him, bottleneck this sort of thing did not exist. 

All along, Ye Yuan would not deliberately pursue the accumulation of divine essence. Most of his energy 

was still placed on comprehending the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

Hence, when Leng Qiuling saw Ye Yuan again, that was why she would be so shocked. 

Divine Lord to Celestial Deity, this hurdle was not easy to clear, even to a genius like Leng Qiuling. 

But Ye Yuan cleared it easily. 

Everyone was stunned, especially Tong’er. 

“You punk, really wildly arrogant! I really want to see how you’re going to break through to Empyrean 

Realm within 2000 years. Furthermore, you have to know that he definitely came from a lineage with a 

Heavenly Emperor Bodhimanda, it might even be a Transcendent Heavenly Emperor Bodhimanda! The 

cultivation resources that he enjoys is what you’re unable to imagine,” Tong’err warned. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance. Suddenly, he reached his hand out and beckoned at Treasure Pig. 

Swoosh! 

Treasure Pig bored into Ye Yuan’s bosom very obediently, using its pig head to rub against Ye Yuan, so as 

to show affection. 

“Heh, all thanks to you this time. Otherwise, this life of mine would be considered done for. Tong’er, just 

what kind of existence is Treasure Pig?” Ye Yuan suddenly ignored Tong’er’s words and asked. 

Previously, he also thought that he was dead for sure. Who knew that Treasure Pig came roaring across 

the horizon, sending Lin Changqing flying with a sneeze. 

The shock that that scene brought to everyone was too intense. 

Among them also included Ye Yuan. 

Tong’er pursed his lips and said, “How would I know?” 



Tong’er’s reply made Ye Yuan stunned. 

Ye Yuan always thought that Treasure Pig was Tong’er’s spirit pet and that he should be very clear. 

He did not expect that now he actually obtained such an answer. 

“You don’t know?” 

Tong’er shook his head and said, “Treasure Pig was handed down to me by the Bamboo Groove Void 

Realm’s previous generation Spirit Medicine Empyrean. Since then, it has always been following me. As 

for what origin it has, I don’t know a thing. Don’t use that kind of eyes to look at me. I asked the 

previous general Spirit Medicine Empyrean before, but he said that he didn’t know either.” 

Ye Yuan lowered his head to look at the Treasure Pig in his bosom, shocked speechless. 

All along, Treasure Pig had always been mysterious. 

But hearing Tong’er’s words, the mysterious feeling on Treasure Pig grew much stronger again. 

“Alright, but I still have to thank you,” Ye Yuan said to Treasure Pig. 

“Grunt! Grunt!” 

Treasure Pig arched its head, that meaning seemed to be saying: no need to thank, refine for me more 

medicinal pills will do. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he saw the situation and said, “Relax, the medicinal pills are definitely enough!” 

“Oh, right, Your Excellency, you make a trip to Cloudjade Imperial City, how was it?” Ning Tianping 

asked. 

Only then did Ye Yuan recall this incident. He shook his head and said, “There’s already not a single soul 

there! This Rong Xiyue is likely not simple!” 

Ning Tianping’s face changed, and he said, “Your Excellency, I need to tell you a bad news. Just not long 

after you fell unconscious, Wu Tian died!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, falling silent. 

This matter did not seem so simple. 

Only after a while, did he say: “Come, let’s go to Nine Pledge Imperial Capital, I’m rather worried about 

Brother Jiang’s safety.” 

… 

Nine Pledge Imperial Capital was a middle-order imperial capital, it was not as prosperous as Thousand 

Soar Imperial Capital in terms of scale. 

But an imperial capital was an imperial capital. It was far from what imperial cities could compare to. 

Ye Yuan and Jiang Jadehall were on friendly terms. When chatting idly with him in the past, he had once 

heard Jiang Jadehall mentioned before. The Nine Pledge Imperial Capital had three major factions —- 

the City Lord Manor, Linghua Pavilion, as well as the Kongming Academy. 



Behind these three major factions were said to all be middle-stage True God Realm powerhouses. 

Nine Pledge Imperial Capital’s situation was different from the Thousand Soar Imperial Capital. These 

three major factions contended in the dark, neither willing to submit to the others. 

Of course, on the surface, it was still the City Lord Manor ruling the entire Nine Pledge Imperial Capital. 

But the other two major forces also secretly controlled numerous imperial cities. 

Jiang Jadehall came from the Kongming Academy, so the Southridge Ten Cities had also always been 

under the scope of the Kongming Academy’s power and influence. 

Of course, the Southridge Ten Cities this kind of barren land, the three major factions would not care 

about it very much. 

Hence, all along, the Southridge Ten Cities had been safe and sound. Apart from some minor conflicts, 

no overly major fluctuations happened before. 

Jiang Jadehall, this patrolling inspector, was naturally also very comfortable. 

Jiang Jadehall’s talent was not considered good. With his talent, it was already not too likely to have 

breakthroughs. 

But he heard Jiang Jadehall say that his daughter’s talent was extremely good, stepping into Celestial 

Deity Realm at a young age. 

Of course, this was also all thanks to Ye Yuan. 

Back then, during the Golden Sword Pact, Jiang Jadehall requested Ye Yuan to help him refine the 

Supreme Jade Void Pill, it was for the sake of his daughter. 

The matters afterward, Ye Yuan naturally heard about it before. After his daughter consumed the 

Supreme Jade Void Pill, she broke through to the Celestial Deity Realm very soon. 

At present, Jiang Jadehall was thrown into a death cell, but it was the Linghua Pavilion’s people secretly 

rigging things here. 

Could it be that Linghua Pavilion already colluded together with City Lord Manor and planned on joining 

hands to deal with Kongming Academy? 

Along the way, Ye Yuan was always analyzing the sequence of events for this matter. 

Thinking to and fro, this kind of possibility was extremely high. 

It was just that, why would this Rong Xiyue learn of Wu Tian’s failure straight away and kill Wu Tian? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1898: Break Your Dog Legs 

Kongming Academy, Flowing Wind Establishment. 

This place was the place where Kongming Academy managed disciples. After disciples like Jiang Jadehall 

returned to the imperial capital, they would all have to come here to report. 
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Of course, on the surface, Jiang Jadehall was under the City Lord Manor’s jurisdiction. 

Inside the hall, a skinny old man looked at Ye Yuan, his gaze slightly surprised. 

The old man asked, “You’re really Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s head elder?” 

Such a young Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity, even in the Kongming Academy, it was also not 

commonly-seen. 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City that sort of place, the city lord was also merely Second Firmament City 

Lord. Now, this head elder that suddenly popped out was actually a Fifth Firmament City Lord, it was not 

up to him to not be surprised. 

This realm could go to some middle-order imperial cities to be city lord already. 

Ye Yuan fished out a token and handed it over, saying with a smile, “I’ve always been traveling outside 

and only returned to Heavenly Eagle a few days back.” 

The old man received it and took a look. Sure enough, it was Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s head elder 

token without any falsehoods. 

Hearing this meaning, it was likely when Ye Yuan was traveling outside, he encountered some fortuitous 

encounter, that was why he would break through so fast. 

It might also be refining a Celestial Deity Dao Fruit. 

This kind of Celestial Deity Realm did not have much future. 

Thinking up to here, the old man naturally looked down on Ye Yuan much more. 

A Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity, not say that they were all over the place in Nine Pledge Imperial 

Capital, they were also not in the minority. 

The old man returned the token to Ye Yuan and said indifferently, “What did you come to find this 

deacon for?” 

This old man was called Lu Chen, Flowing Wind Establishment’s deacon, and also Jiang Jadehall’s direct 

superior. 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said, “Deacon Lu, Southridge Ten Cities’ original patrolling inspector, 

Jiang Jadehall, is this Ye’s close friend. This Ye heard that he was thrown into the death cell by the City 

Lord Manor because he committed something a while back, and specially came to inquire some news.” 

Lu Chen’s expression changed imperceptibly, but then he smiled and said, “Turns out that it’s for Jiang 

Jadehall’s matter. Actually ... I don’t know much about his matters either. But, the thing that he 

committed wasn’t small.” 

How could Lu Chen’s change in expression hide from Ye Yuan’s eyes? 

But he came to ask people to do things and naturally would not be unaware of the proper limits for 

speech and action. He smiled slightly and said, “Deacon Lu, please enlighten with your teachings.” 

Lu Chen stroked his beard and smiled without saying anything. 



Ye Yuan understood in his heart. Fishing out a small bottle, he passed it to Lu Chen and said smilingly, 

“Deacon Lu has taken good care of Brother Jiang normally and naturally also took care of my Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City. This Ye has a small token here, Deacon Lu please kindly accept it.” 

Deacons like Lu Chen naturally could not dispense with a bout of extortions from arrivals from below. 

They managed patrolling inspectors, patrolling inspectors managed imperial cities. 

Patrolling inspectors lined their pockets from imperial cities, while they, these deacons, lined their 

pockets from the patrolling inspectors, exploiting layer upon layer. 

Of course, those like Jiang Jadehall basically did not show much filial respect. 

Even if he wanted to reap some profits, he could not reap much either. 

Hence, Jiang Jadehall’s status in this Flowing Wind Establishment was actually very low. 

He was merely a Fourth Firmament Celestial Deity. Regardless of whether strength or status, it was not 

enough to be regarded with importance. 

“This ... A heaven-grade Shu Yu Pill! Good stuff!” 

When Lu Chen saw the medicinal pill in the small bottle, his two eyes immediately lit up. 

Shu Yu pill was a middle rank five divine pill. It could increase Celestial Deity Realm martial artists’ 

cultivation. 

This medicinal pill was refined by Ye Yuan in the Bamboo Groove Void Realm very long ago. At that time, 

his standards when refining rank five divine pills were still lacking and he only refined heaven-grade 

divine pills. 

But this ruined pill was akin to a supreme treasure in Lu Chen’s eyes. 

Lu Chen received the Shu Yu Pill carefully and hurriedly put it away, as if afraid that Ye Yuan would 

regret it. 

“Mn, not bad, at least you had the heart. But Jiang Jadehall’s matters, I urge that you’d better not get 

involved. Otherwise, you’ll even lose your life.” Lu Chen put away the Shu Yu Pill and waved his hand as 

he said coolly. 

He seemed to have lost interest in continuing to talk with Ye Yuan and actually directly chased people 

away. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, and he controlled his temper and said, “Brother Jiang showed kindness to 

me, this Ye is only here to inquire and have no other intentions.” 

Lu Chen’s brows also furrowed and he said impatiently, “I had good intentions. You can go already!” 

Ye Yuan’s heart burned with fury. Two eyes narrowing slightly, he said, “Deacon Lu took the benefits and 

isn’t doing work?” 

He also did not expect that this Lu Chen was so shameless. If he had long known so, he might as well 

have used the Shu Yu Pill to go feed dogs. 



Although this medicinal pill was insignificant to Ye Yuan, a heaven-grade rank five divine pill, its value 

was considerable. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s appearance, Lu Chen said with a cold smile, “Why, in this Flowing Wind Establishment, 

are you still planning on attacking? Taking your things is thinking highly of you! A mere imperial city’s 

head elder also dares to be insolent in front of this deacon! Get lost!” 

Toward these people that came from below, Lu Chen was normally used to playing the tyrant and did 

not take them seriously at all. 

Ye Yuan’s attitude also stoked his wrath. 

When the people below saw him, which one wasn’t reverent and respectful? 

Now, this Ye Yuan actually dared to have such an attitude toward him, truly did not know what was 

good for him. 

A cold light flashed in Ye Yuan’s eyes and he said in a cold voice, “Looks like you’re very cocky huh!” 

Lu Chen was greatly angered when he heard that and said, “Brat, you think that by hitting the jackpot 

and refining a Celestial Deity Dao Fruit, you can be insolent in front of this deacon? This deacon already 

gave you the chance, but since you’re not scramming, then I’ll break your dog legs and throw you out!” 

Bang! 

Lu Chen’s world power suddenly erupted, crushing over toward Ye Yuan. 

Lu Chen was peak Sixth Firmament Celestial Deity, Ye Yuan was merely a middle-stage Fifth Firmament 

Celestial Deity. He did not take Ye Yuan seriously at all. 

It was only to see his figure flash, smacking over toward Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan stood there and did not even move. He did not even release divine essence, as if he was 

frightened out of his wits. 

Lu Chen sneered when he saw the situation and said, “Don’t even know how much capability you 

possess, to also dare be insolent in front of this deacon!” 

The two people were not far away, Lu Chen arrived in front of Ye Yuan in a blink of an eye. 

In the next second, he would be able to cripple Ye Yuan. 

But right at this moment, Ye Yuan moved. 

He still stood there, it was just that his right leg swung imperceptibly. 

Crack! 

Only to hear the sound of bones snapping transmit over. Lu Chen screamed miserably, directly kneeling 

down in front of Ye Yuan. 

“Ahh! My leg!” Lu Chen wailed. 



Ye Yuan looked at him and said coldly, “Don’t even know how much capability you possess, to also dare 

attack others? Giving you the Shu Yu Pill was looking on the account of Brother Jiang’s face. Did you 

really take yourself to be somebody important?” 

Lu Chen hurt until he grimaced in pain, cold sweat pouring profusely. 

Ye Yuan’s kick just now already kicked until his leg bones were crushed to dust, unable to stand at all. 

He wanted to break Ye Yuan’s legs. In the end, he broke his legs with one move. 

The domain that his world power formed did not have any effect on Ye Yuan at all. 

Only now did Lu Chen understand that this ridiculously young imperial city head elder in front of him 

was really not to be trifled with! 

“I ... I was wrong! I ... I beg you, let me off.” Lu Chen was sweating bullets as he said. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Not that I can’t let you off, but you should know what to do.” 

Lu Chen’s pupils shrunk, but he still nodded and said, “I ... I’ll speak! I’ll tell you all that I know!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1899: Causing a Scene in Flowing Wind Establishment 

Hearing Lu Chen talking about Jiang Jadehall’s matters, Ye Yuan’s expression gradually turned cold. 

Turned out that Jiang Jadehall was recalled by City Lord Manor to report on his duties. But after entering 

the City Lord Manor, Jiang Jadehall was thrown into the death cell for the crime of assassinating Young 

Master Yu. 

This Young Master Yu was called Yu Jinsong, the city lord’s third son, Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity 

cultivation, his status extremely high. 

Jiang Jadehall, a measly patrolling inspector, but dared to assassinate Yu Jinsong, how outrageous was 

this kind of major crime? 

But after Ye Yuan heard, he could virtually confirm that Jiang Jadehall was being framed. 

There were seriously too many doubts about this incident. As long as one did not have a problem with 

their head, they could practically see through that this matter was fishy. 

Except, seeing through was one thing, whether anyone dared to say was another matter. 

This Nine Pledge Imperial Capital, how many people dared to provoke the City Lord Manor? 

Moreover, Jiang Jadehall was just the patrolling inspector of a barren land, his status in the imperial 

capital very low. No one would stand up for him at all. 

From the conversation with this Lu Chen previously, Ye Yuan could feel that Kongming Academy was 

also not willing to offend the City Lord Manor for this small matter. 

Ye Yuan stared at Lu Chen and asked, “Jiang Jadehall still has a daughter. She should be a disciple of 

Kongming Academy. Where is she now?” 
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Lu Chen’s expression changed, faltering, and not being able to speak. 

When Ye Yuan saw the situation, his heart plunged to rock bottom. 

Only to see his gaze turn cold and he said in a cold voice, “Do you think that I don’t dare to kill you in the 

Flowing Wind Establishment?” 

Ye Yuan pointed his fingers as a sword, piercing cold sword intent instantly wreaked havoc inside the 

building. 

Witnessing such horrifying sword intent, Lu Chen’s pupils constricted, clearly frightened badly. 

“S-S-She ... has already been expelled from Kongming Academy.” Lu Chen said stammeringly. 

Ye Yuan’s face changed and he said in a solemn voice, “Jiang Jadehall was conscientious and did his best 

for so many years. If there wasn’t meritorious credit, there’s also hard work. Your Kongming Academy is 

too much!” 

Feeling Ye Yuan’s fury, Lu Chen was frightened inwardly and hurriedly explained, “I-It’s not what you 

think. She ... She went to find Young Master Yu in order to save her father. In the end, no idea what’s 

the result, but she was sold to Carefree Grove. The academy felt that they lost face, that’s why they 

expelled her.” 

“Carefree Grove?” Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, clearly not heard of this place before. 

Lu Chen hurriedly said, “Carefree Grove is one of the largest brothels in the imperial capital, one of City 

Lord Manor’s businesses.” 

Ye Yuan felt a surge of fire rise in his heart, these two father and daughter simply suffered an 

undeserved calamity! 

Ye Yuan reckoned that what this Lu Chen knew was also just this much. He could not be bothered with 

him either, directly turning around and leaving. 

But he had just stepped out of the door when a clear whistling sound sounded out. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Virtually right away, more than a dozen Celestial Deity Realm powerhouses dashed out, surrounding Ye 

Yuan until not even water could seep through. 

At this time, Lu Chen’s figure also flashed, posing like a pheasant standing on one foot, joining into the 

midst of this group of people. 

A middle-aged man looked at Lu Chen, frowning slightly as he said, “Lu Chen, what happened, to 

actually release the enemy raid signal in the Flowing Wind Establishment’s headquarters? Mn? What’s 

with your injuries?” 

Lu Chen hurt until he hissed in pain. Pointing at Ye Yuan, he gritted his teeth and said, “Assistant Head 

Song, this brat who came from Heavenly Eagle Imperial City is so rude, to actually dare attack me in the 

Flowing Wind Establishment’s headquarters, directly breaking my legs! Just now, he even threatened to 

kill me!” 



Song Yancai looked at Ye Yuan somewhat surprisedly, clearly not quite believing it. 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s name, he had some impression, it was a very impoverished imperial city. 

How could such a young Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity appear? 

Could it be by refining a Dao Fruit? 

But, with Lu Chen’s strength, how could he have his legs broken by this young man? Furthermore, it 

even did not cause too big of a commotion. 

In an instant, many queries flashed across in Song Yancai’s mind. 

“Haha, Lu Chen, you’re also too useless, right? To actually lose to a Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity kid!” 

“A kid that came from a remote imperial city, he probably hit the jackpot and refined a Celestial Deity 

Dao Fruit, right? This kind of trash, you can’t take care of him either?” 

That group of Celestial Deity powerhouses was mostly Flowing Wind Establishment’s deacons, ridiculing 

Lu Chen. 

Clearly, their thinking was the same as Lu Chen. 

Only then did Song Yancai make a hand gesture, looked at Ye Yuan, and said in a solemn voice, “Young 

man, do you know what kind of serious crime it is to seriously injure a deacon in Flowing Wind 

Establishment?” 

Ye Yuan looked at Song Yancai and said with a mocking look, “Serious crime? Huhu, looks like Kongming 

Academy’s spearhead is all pointed at their own people. Own person was framed by the enemy and 

thrown in jail, none of you looked into it, but want to denounce and accuse your own people, truly 

laughable!” 

Song Yancai’s face fell and he said, “Young man, what high-sounding sentiments! A brat that came from 

a mere imperial city dares to speak to this establishment head like this?” 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said with a cold smile, “Otherwise, how do you want me to speak? Can’t even 

protect your own people, still want to make me feel grateful to you? I have matters to attend to right 

now, all get lost for me!” 

Toward this Flowing Wind Establishment, Ye Yuan felt disinclined to have any favorable impression right 

now and naturally would not have any words of praise. 

Song Yancai’s eyebrows furrowed, and he said in a cold voice, “What a conceited brat, take him down 

for me!” 

These deacons obeyed the order and immediately rushed forward together. 

These dozen over people were all Sixth and Seventh Firmament Celestial Deity powerhouses, their 

strength rather uncommon. 

While Song Yancai was even an Eighth Firmament Celestial Deity. 



In his view, wasn’t it still more than sufficient for these people to deal with a Fifth Firmament Celestial 

Deity? 

But he was wrong. 

Ye Yuan snorted coldly, figure immediately turning into an afterimage, before shuttling back and forth in 

the midst of these dozen over deacons. 

Very soon, a series of screams were emitted. One figure after another was directly sent flying out. 

The entire hall was quiet. 

Song Yancai’s pupils constricted, looking at Ye Yuan with a look of aghast, full of disbelief. 

A Fifth Firmament Celestial Deity defeated more than ten people who were one or two minor realms 

higher than him in a few moves? 

No, wait, not defeated! 

If Ye Yuan was willing, he would have already killed these people just now! 

Done with these, Ye Yuan put away his sword and swaggered out of the door, completely ignoring Song 

Yancai. 

“Halt!” 

Bang! 

Song Yancai’s world power suddenly erupted, enveloping over toward Ye Yuan. 

However, Ye Yuan did not seem to have heard it and did not feel his world power either, walking out 

very calmly. 

Song Yancai’s expression flickered, but finally, he still did not make a move. 

He discovered that he actually did not have confidence in dealing with this young man! 

Only all the way until Ye Yuan’s figure disappeared from his line of sight, did he abruptly startle awake. 

Was ... Was he really a martial artist who refined a Celestial Deity Dao Fruit? 

Impossible! 

Song Yancai denied this idea straight away. 

Martial artists who refined Dao Fruits could not possibly be so strong! 

He looked at Lu Chen and asked in a solemn voice, “You said that he came from Heavenly Eagle Imperial 

City just now? Southridge’s Heavenly Eagle Imperial City?” 

Lu Chen was still in the midst of shock. Hearing Song Yancai’s question, only then did he abruptly startle 

awake, nod his head woodenly, and said, “Y-Yes! I examined his identity token, he’s indeed Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City’s head elder.” 

Song Yancai’s brows knitted together tightly and he asked again, “Why did he come here?” 



Lu Chen’s expression was ugly as he said, “For ... For Jiang Jadehall’s matter.” 

Song Yancai got a shock, his figure moving, vanishing from where he stood. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1900: I’ll Bring You Out! 

“Goodness me, what a handsome little brother! Quickly come in and take a look! Our Carefree Grove is 

a pleasure town, guarantee that you’ll have such a good time that you’ll forget to go back.” 

The moment Ye Yuan arrived at Carefree Grove, a middle-aged woman who had partly lost her good 

looks immediately came up to drag him, forcefully dragging him inside. 

Ye Yuan looked at the madame and asked, “Does your place have a girl called Jiang Haitang?” 

The moment the madam heard, she immediately became vigilant and looked at Ye Yuan profoundly as 

she said smilingly, “Young Master, this is a thorned rose. Although she looks ravishing, her personality is 

fierce like a fire! We have plenty of fine girls here, so why don’t ... Sir change to another one?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This young master likes wild horses, I want her. Arrange for a room and bring 

over for me.” 

The madam narrowed her eye and said with a nod, “Since Young Master likes it, that’s fine as well. 

Come, men, bring this Sir up to the main room.” 

At this time, a hustler jogged over and led Ye Yuan into the main room. 

These lands of pleasure were similarly very well-received among martial artists. 

The journey of cultivation was extremely dreary, not everyone could focus wholeheartedly on Dao. 

After some martial artists with mediocre talent reached a certain realm, it was very hard to have 

breakthroughs again, and they would naturally be reluctant to part with the splendor of the world. 

This kind of martial artist was actually in the vast majority. 

Walking along the way, Ye Yuan discovered that this Carefree Grove’s business was really popular. 

The looks of the girls here were rather outstanding. Furthermore, each and every one of their cultivation 

was not weak, making Ye Yuan very surprised. 

Cultivation reached the Divine Lord Realm, even the Celestial Deity Realm, how could one be willing to 

come here and be reduced to the playthings of men? 

Ye Yuan maintained his composure and arrived in a fine room, the decoration inside was extremely 

luxurious. 

Before long, two burly men escorted a girl and pushed open the door to the room. 

Ye Yuan focused his eyes and looked over, but saw that this girl was thin and pallid, quite a number of 

bruises faintly on her face. 

Her hands and legs even had handcuffs and shackles. 
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But before coming here, she had clearly been tidied up meticulously, concealing quite a bit. 

Although haggard looking, the stubbornness and resolve to die in this girl’s eyes could not be concealed 

no matter what. 

Ye Yuan took a glance and could not help but sigh in his heart. 

After entering, that girl glared at Ye Yuan. 

If looks could kill, Ye Yuan would have already died several times over. 

But Ye Yuan was indifferent and said coolly, “Unlock her handcuffs and anklets.” 

Those two burly men were taken aback and said hesitantly, “This ... isn’t appropriate, right? Sir, this lass 

is very fierce and has already injured many guests.” 

Ye Yuan said, “Do you guys feel that she, a lass whose divine sea is sealed, can hurt me?” 

One of them thought about it and still released Jiang Haitang’s restraints, and said with a cold snort, “Be 

more obedient! If you still dared to be impolite toward guests, you know the outcome!” 

Finished talking, those two burly men went out. 

Ye Yuan poured himself a cup of wine and also poured a cup of wine for the empty seat opposite and did 

an inviting gesture, saying with a smile, “Sit down and talk, drink a cup of wine to calm your nerves.” 

Jiang Haitang did not sit. She looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “Shameless thing, want to use 

alcohol to knock me out? Dream on!” 

Ye Yuan just smiled when he heard that. Downing the cup in one gulp himself, he smiled and said, 

“You’re called Jiang Haitang?” 

“So what?” 

“Your father is Jiang Jadehall?” 

Jiang Haitang’s face changed and she said in a cold voice, “Who are you?” 

Ye Yuan looked at her and said smilingly, “800 years, Fourth Firmament Celestial Deity, not bad, not bad! 

Looks like the effect of the Supreme Jade Void Pill has already been brought to play completely.” 

With this, Jiang Haitang really got a shock. 

She looked at Ye Yuan and said with unbelievable shock: “You ... who the hell are you? Why would you 

know that I’ve taken the Supreme Jade Void Pill before?” 

The matter of Jiang Haitang having once taken a divine-grade Supreme Jade Void Pill was only known by 

her and her father, two people. 

Then, how did this young man in front of her knew? 

Unless ... 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You’ve already guessed it, haven’t you?” 



Jiang Haitang stared fixedly at Ye Yuan and said in disbelief, “You ... You’re Ye Yuan? Impossible! My 

father told me that when you left Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, you were merely a First Firmament 

Divine Lord. It has only been a few hundred years, how can you possibly cultivate to be a Fifth 

Firmament Celestial Deity? Unless ... Unless you consumed a Celestial Deity Dao Fruit?” 

Ye Yuan made another inviting gesture, indicating for her to sit down and talk. 

This time, Jiang Haitang did not refuse, sitting down opposite Ye Yuan. 

Except, she still did not drink alcohol. 

Ye Yuan could perceive that she still had a vigilant heart towards him. 

Looks like Jiang Jadehall being thrown into jail and her being captured in a brothel made her produce an 

intense vigilant mentality toward everyone. 

“Reach your hand out,” Ye Yuan said. 

Jiang Haitang was taken aback but still extended an arm out as he said. 

Ye Yuan reached his hand out and put it on Jiang Haitang’s pulse, and slowly closed his eyes. 

Before long, he opened his eyes and said with a nod, “Not bad, it’s indeed the Supreme Jade Void Pill 

that I refined.” 

Jiang Haitang was taken aback and said, “You suspected me?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Just like you doubt me, I’ll naturally suspect you too.” 

Jiang Haitang thought about it and said with a nod, “Alright, but I’ve already consumed the Supreme 

Jade Void Pill for eight to nine hundred years, you can tell whether I’m Jiang Haitang or not just by 

reading my pulse? Or ... are you tricking me?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The medicinal strength of divine-grade medicinal pills won’t dissipate so 

quickly. I believe that you’ve already felt the benefits of this medicinal pill. Higher grade void spirit divine 

pills, even vast spirit divine pills, can even affect martial artists for all their lives. The medicinal pills that I 

refined myself, I naturally have a score in my heart.” 

Jiang Haitang knew that what Ye Yuan said was right. With her talent, it was originally impossible to 

cultivate to be a Fourth Firmament Celestial Deity so quickly. 

These few years, during cultivation, the power of the Supreme Jade Void Pill still played a role at crucial 

moments. That was how it let her break through bottlenecks faster. 

One had to know, Jiang Haitang’s current strength already caught up to Jiang Jadehall! 

This kind of improvement speed was unimaginable to the previous her. 

“T-Thank you!” Jiang Haitang said. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “It is already my luck that you don’t hate me. If not for me, your father 

also wouldn’t have been thrown into the death cell either, and you also wouldn’t have been reduced to 

such a plight.” 



But Jiang Haitang shook her head and said, “You don’t have to be like this. My father said that he owes 

you a great favor. His promise to you must be fulfilled! I know that he did it all for my sake ...” 

Talking up to here, Jiang Haitang’s tears could not hold back anymore, flowing down akin to a dam that 

opened up. 

Ye Yuan sighed and said, “Brother Jiang is truly trustworthy! You rest assured, I absolutely won’t let 

Brother Jiang die just like this. Rather, it’s you . . how could you be foolish enough to ask a tiger for its 

skin?” 

Jiang Haitang cried bitterly and said through sobs, “I ... I really had no choice.” 

Hearing Jiang Haitang’s tearful complaint, Ye Yuan’s fury was ignited once more. 

It turned out that Jiang Haitang went to find Yu Jinsong that day, but she was requested by him to offer 

her body to him before he was willing to let Jiang Jadehall out. 

Jiang Haitang’s personality was staunch with moral integrity and was unwilling to submit. Who knew 

that Yu Jinsong lit a Souleater Incense in the room. 

He drugged Jiang Haitang and sullied her innocence, and even sealed her divine sea, sending her to 

Carefree Grove. 

Jiang Haitang’s temperament was staunch with moral integrity and already long harbored the resolve to 

die. It was just that Jiang Jadehall’s life and death were unknown, that was why she dragged out an 

ignorable existence to this date. 

Ye Yuan sighed again after listening until the end. Pulling Jiang Haitang’s hand, he said, “Come, I’ll bring 

you out.” 


